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1 Introduction

It is well known that nonlinear panel data models with unobserved individual effects are generally

not nonparametrically identified from a short panel due to the incidental parameters problem

(Neyman and Scott, 1948). One common solution is to take a random effects approach where the

(conditional) distribution of the unobserved individual effects is modeled parametrically. Heckman

(1981) noted that in a dynamic model this approach requires specifying the distribution of initial

conditions as well.1 The random effects approach has been extended subsequently to minimize the

restrictions that must be imposed (see, inter alia, Newey, 1994; Arellano and Carrasco, 2003; Gayle

and Namoro, 2013).

A separate approach is to avoid the specification of random effects and initial conditions distri-

butions entirely. In a linear model, individual effects can be differenced out, leading to identification

of a broad class of models where the dependence between individual effects and covariates is unre-

stricted (Ahn et al., 2001, 2013; Anderson and Hsiao, 1982; Arellano and Bond, 1991; Arellano and

Bover, 1995; Holtz-Eakin et al., 1988). In some cases the differencing approach can be extended to

nonlinear models (see Bonhomme, 2012, for a general treatment). For example, Rasch (1961) and

Andersen (1970) showed that the differencing approach can be extended to the static binary choice

panel model if the errors are logistically distributed, and Honore and Kyriazidou (2000) showed

the same for the dynamic binary choice model.

The differencing approach has been extended to a semiparametric model for binary outcomes

as well. Manski (1987) obtained identification of the static binary choice model without any dis-

tributional assumptions and Honore and Kyriazidou (2000) extended this idea to a model with

lagged dependent variables. Honore and Lewbel (2002) provide an alternative argument for the

same linear latent index model that uses the special regressor method of Lewbel (1998).

Browning and Carro (2007) demonstrate how the semiparametric model restricts the nature of

unobserved heterogeneity because of the reliance on a linear latent index. Kasahara and Shimotsu

(2009) and Browning and Carro (2014) provide identification results for dynamic binary choice

models by imposing a finite support for the individual effects. They prove several important

results showing how identification depends on the number of support points for the distribution of

1Wooldridge (2005) recommended conditioning on the initial condition instead.
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individual effects relative to the length of the panel. Another key insight of these papers is that

variation in the histories of the covariates in the presence of restrictions on the dependence between

the covariates and the individual effects, increases the number of allowable support points of the

individual effect for a fixed panel length.

This paper extends this work by providing conditions under which a dynamic binary choice

panel model with continuously distributed individual effects is nonparametrically identified using

continuous variation in the covariates. I use a spectral decomposition due to Hu and Schennach

(2008) to show nonparametric identification with as few as three periods of data. The argument

does not require specification of the distribution of the initial condition. It also does not require

any stationarity or time homogeneity conditions. The main identifying restriction is that there is a

continuously distributed time-varying regressor, Vit, with large support, that satisfies a conditional

independence assumption. The assumptions are similar to those made by Honore and Lewbel (2002)

for their special regressor.2 The argument also relies on a version of the completeness condition,

which has received increased attention recently (Canay et al., 2013; Andrews, 2017; D’Haultfoeuille,

2011; Hu and Shiu, 2017).

Several other related results allow for a continuous support for the individual effects when the

dependent variable is continuously distributed and/or a continuous proxy is available. This paper

is most closely related to several other papers that apply nonparametric identification results from

the measurement error literature (Hu, 2008; Hu and Schennach, 2008; Carroll et al., 2010) to show

identification of a panel data model with unobserved effects (Hu and Shum, 2012; Shiu and Hu,

2013; Sasaki, 2015; Freyberger, 2018). Only (Hu and Shum, 2012) and Shiu and Hu (2013) allow the

outcome to be binary. These papers also allow the unobserved individual effect to be time-varying.

However, they rely on sufficient dependence between a continuously distributed explanatory variable

and the individual effects. In contrast, this paper shows that identification can instead be attained

if the latent index in a random utility model for the binary outcomes is a sufficient proxy for the

individual effect. The result does not require dependence between the individual effects and the

covariates.

2Chen et al. (2018), who label this an “excluded” regressor, show that the conditional independence assumption
in Honore and Lewbel (2002) implicitly requires serial independence of the special regressor. They also provide a
different identification argument under an alternative assumption regarding the special regressor that allows for serial
dependence. The assumption used in this paper is neither stronger nor weaker than either of these but it does allow
for serial dependence.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, I discuss the model. In Section

3, I state and discuss the main identification result. In Section 4, I provide lower level conditions

for the assumptions stated in Section 2. Section 5 concludes.

2 Model

Suppose that Yt ∈ {0, 1} and let Wt = (Vt, X
′
t)
′ denote a vector of regressors. Let F denote the

unobserved individual effect. Let V = (V1, . . . , VT )′, X = (X ′1, . . . , X
′
T )′, W = (W ′1, . . . ,W

′
T )′, and

Y = (Y1, . . . , YT )′ and let p(y | w) = Pr(Y = y | W = w) and pt(yt | yt−1, vt, xt, f) = Pr(Yt =

yt | Yt−1 = yt−1, Vt = vt, Xt = xt, F = f). Let Vt, Xt, and Wt denote the supports of the random

variables Vt, Xt, and Wt for each t, with Vt ⊆ R and Xt ⊆ RK . Let W,V,X ,F denote the supports

of the random variables V,X, and F , with F ⊆ R.

Assumption 2.1. For all y ∈ {0, 1}T and w ∈ W,

p(y | w) =

∫ T∏
t=2

pt(yt | yt−1, vt, xt, f)fY1,F |V1,X(y1, f | v1, x)df

This represents the conditional distribution observed in the data, p(y | w), in terms of the

underlying conditional choice probabilities, pt, and fY1,F |V1,X(y1, f | v1, x), which is often viewed

as a nuisance parameter. The latter can also be written as fY1,F |V1,X(y1, f | v1, x) = p1(y1 |

v1, x, f)fF |V1,X(y1, f | v1, x) where p1 represents the conditional distribution of the initial condition,

y1. In Section A.1 in the appendix, I discuss two models that imply this equation. Importantly,

both models assume that Vt is conditionally independent of F given Vt−1, . . . , V1, X for each t ≥ 2.

Thus, the special regressor must be a variable whose current value is influenced by F only through

its lagged values and the other regressors, X. Unlike Honore and Lewbel (2002), this conditional

independence is not conditional on lags of Yt, thus avoiding the problem identified by Chen et al.

(2018).

The identification result requires T ≥ 3 so I will restrict my attention to the T = 3 case for the

rest of the paper. Identification is based on the conditional probabilities, Pr(Y = y |W = w). This

is defined and identified for w ∈ W. I consider V1, V2, F to be continuously distributed, while V3 and

X can be either continuous or discrete. The identification argument involves using p(y | w) as the
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kernel of an integral operator. Formulating the operator equivalencies requires certain assumptions

regarding the support of W and also requires certain densities to be bounded. Conveniently, the

function pt(yt | yt−1, vt, xt, f) is bounded by definition.

Assumption 2.2. W = V1 × V2 × V3 ×X .

Assumption 2.3. The density fF |V1,X is bounded.

The requirement that V has rectangular support is necessary because we use densities condi-

tional on V rather than the density of V3, V2 conditional on V1, for example. This is the reason

Hu and Schennach (2008) do not need such an assumption. On the other hand, Kasahara and

Shimotsu (2009) require a similar support restriction. If instead, V contains a a rectangular sub-

space then identification on this subspace is possible. However, this weaker condition still rules out

time-invariant Vt.

For a space A ⊆ R, define the function space L1
bdd(A) := {f : A → R :

∫
A |f(a)|da <

∞, supa∈A |f(a)| <∞}.

Assumption 2.4. For each y2 ∈ {0, 1} and x3 ∈ X3, for any f1, f2 ∈ F ,

Pr(p3(1 | y2, V3, x3, f1) 6= p3(1 | y2, V3, x3, f2)) > 0.

Assumption 2.5. For each y1 ∈ {0, 1} and x2 ∈ X2, there exists a (known) v̄2 ∈ R ∪ {−∞,∞}

and a known 0 < ` ≤ 1 such that limv2→v̄2 p2(1 | y1, v2, x2, f) = ` for all f ∈ F .

Assumption 2.6. There exists w20 = (v20, x20) ∈ W2 and a known one-to-one function, π : F →

R, such that p2(1 | 0, w20, f) = π(f) for all f ∈ F .

Assumption 2.4 is a monotonicity condition that prevents multiplicity of eigenvalues in the

infinite-dimensional eigenvalue-eigenvector problem. Assumption 2.5 is similar to an identification

at infinity condition. It is used to fix the scale of the eigenvectors, which, unlike in the typical

application, are not densities and hence do not integrate to 1. Assumption 2.6 is a normalization.

These assumptions will be discussed further in Section 4.

Assumption 2.7.
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(i) For each y1 ∈ {0, 1} and each x2 ∈ X2 there exists x = (x1, x2, x3) ∈ X such that if ψ ∈

L1
bdd(F) and

∫
F fY1,F |V1,X(y1, f | v1, x)ψ(f)df = 0 for all v1 ∈ V1 then ψ ≡ 0.

(ii) For each y1 ∈ {0, 1} and each x3 ∈ X3 there exists x1 with x = (x1, x20, x3) ∈ X such that if

ψ ∈ L1
bdd(F) and

∫
F fY1,F |V1,X(y1, f | v1, x)ψ(f)df = 0 for all v1 ∈ V1 then ψ ≡ 0.

(iii) For each y1, y2 ∈ {0, 1}2 and each x2 ∈ X2, if ψ ∈ L1
bdd(F) and

∫
F p2(y2 | y1, v2, x2, f)ψ(f)df =

0 for all v2 ∈ V2 then ψ ≡ 0.

(iv) For each y1, y2 ∈ {0, 1}2 and each x2 ∈ X2, if ψ ∈ L1
bdd(V2) and

∫
V2
p2(y2 | y1, v2, x2, f)ψ(v2)dv2 =

0 for all f ∈ F then ψ ≡ 0.

These are operator injectivity conditions. Such assumptions are common in nonseparable models

of measurement error. In the finite-dimensional case these are equivalent to rank conditions on

certain matrices. Operator injectivity conditions are closely related to completeness conditions for

nonparametric IV estimation. An important disadvantage is that these assumptions are untestable.

Condition (ii) of the assumption also implies a support condition on X . Note that this assumptions

rules out time-invariant Xt. Time-invariant regressors could be allowed if they are independent of

F , though this would require a different identification argument.

3 Identification

In this section I state the main identification result and then provide an overview of the proof. The

full proof is in the appendix.

Theorem 3.1. Under Assumptions 2.1-2.7, the functions p1, p2, p3, and fF |V1,X are uniquely de-

termined by the function p(y | w).

Let p(y1, y2 | v1, v2, x1, x2) = Pr(Y1 = y1, Y2 = y2 | V1 = v1, V2 = v2, X1 = x1, X2 = x2). By

Assumption 2.1,

Pr(Y1 = y1, Y2 = y2 |W = w) (3.1)

=
∑
y3=0,1

∫
p3(y3 | y2, v3, x3, f)p2(y2 | y1, v2, x2, f)fY1,F |V1,X(y1, f | v1, x)df

=

∫
p2(y2 | y1, v2, x2, f)fY1,F |V1,X(y1, f | v1, x)df,
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which implies that p(y1, y2 | v1, v2, x1, x2) =
∫
p2(y2 | y1, v2, x2, f)fY1,F |V1,X(y1, f | v1, x)df as well.

Take a function ω : V2 → R such that 0 < ω(v2) for all v2 ∈ V2 and supv2∈V2
ω(v2) < ∞ and

define the operators

[L1g](v2) =

∫
V1

ω(v2)p(y1, y2 | v1, v2, x1, x2)g(v1)dv1

[L2g](v2) =

∫
V1

ω(v2)p(y | v1, v2, v3, x)g(v1)dv1

Both operators are defined on the function space L1
bdd(V1). The use of the function ω ensures that

the range of both operators is in the space L1
bdd(V2).3 These operators are identified directly from

the data and hence are treated as known.

Next, define the operators Λ2 : L1
bdd(F)→ L1

bdd(V2) such that

[Λ2g](v2) =

∫
F
ω(v2)p2(y2 | y1, v2, x2, f)g(f)df,

Λ1 : L1
bdd(V1)→ L1

bdd(F) such that

[Λ1g](f) =

∫
V1

fY1,F |V1,X(y1, f | v1, x)g(v1)dv1,

and the diagonal operator ∆ : L1
bdd(F)→ L1

bdd(F) such that

[∆g](f) = p3(y3 | y2, v3, x3, f)g(f).

By Assumption 2.1, the known operators can be related to these unknown operators by the following

operator equivalences.

L1 = Λ2Λ1 (3.2)

L2 = Λ2∆Λ1

For each value of y, v3, x, these two equations represent a different pair of operator equivalences

3First, for any g ∈ L1
bdd(V1), supv2∈V2 |[L2g](v2)| ≤

∫
V1

(
supv2∈V2 ω(v2)

)
g(v1)dv1 < ∞. Second,∫

V2
|[L2g](v2)| dv2 ≤

∫
V2

∫
V1
ω(v2)|g(v1)|dv1dv2 =

(∫
V2
ω(v2)dv2

)(∫
V1
|g(v1)|dv1

)
< ∞. The same arguments hold

for L1 as well.
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where the left-hand side is known and the right-hand side involves the unknown parameters of

the model. Assumption 2.7 implies that Λ2 is always invertible and hence Λ1 = Λ−1
2 L1 so that

L2 = Λ2∆Λ−1
2 L1. Assumption 2.7 also implies that, for some values of x ∈ X , L1 has a right

inverse. For such x, the pair of operator equivalences, (3.2), implies that

L2L
−1
1 = Λ2∆Λ−1

2 , (3.3)

where the left-hand side is known and the right-hand side involves the unknown parameters of the

model.

As noted by Hu and Schennach (2008), (3.3) can be viewed as an eigenvalue decomposition

where the eigenvalues are the values of the function p3(y3 | y2, v3, x3, f) as f varies in F and the

eigenfunctions are ω(·)p2(y2 | y1, ·, x2, f) for f ∈ F . This decomposition is unique up to (i) scaling of

the eigenfunctions, (ii) possible multiplicity of eigenvalues, and (iii) reordering of the eigenvalues and

associated eigenvectors. Assumption 2.5 resolves the scale of the eigenfunctions. Assumption 2.4

prevents problems due to multiplicity of eigenvalues. Assumption 2.6 is a normalization that rules

out models obtained by reordering the eigenvalues.

Importantly, Assumptions 2.4-2.7 do not impose restrictions that must hold for all values of

y, v3, x. It would be undesirable, for example, to impose the normalization in Assumption 2.6 for

all values of x2 and y1. The reason this is not required is that as we vary y1, y2, x1, x2 we obtain

different pairs of operator equivalences from (3.2) all with the same ∆, and as we vary y3, v3, x1, x3

we obtain different pairs of operator equivalences all with the same Λ2, and as we vary y2, y3, v3 we

obtain different pairs of operator equivalences all with the same Λ1.

Identification of the operators Λ2 and ∆ imply identification of the functions p2 and p3, respec-

tively. And identification of Λ1 implies identification of fY1,F |V1,X(y1, f | v1, x). Summing over y1,

we can identify fF |V1,X(f | v1, x) and the initial condition distribution, p1(y1 | v1, x, f) = Pr(Y1 =

1 | V1 = v1, X = x), is identified because fY1,F |V1,X(y1, f | v1, x) = p1(y1 | v1, x, f)fF |V1,X(f | v1, x).

We will conclude this section with several remarks concerning this identification result.

Remark 1: This does not contradict the impossibility result of Chamberlain (2010) because As-

sumption 2.5 either requires V2 to have unbounded support or requires the structural error (see the

model in the next section) to have bounded support. Chamberlain (2010), however, assumes that
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the structural error has unbounded support while the regressors all have bounded support.

Remark 2: The result also implies identification of a static version of the model where pt(yt |

yt−1, wt, f) = pt(yt | wt, f). See Section A.3 in the appendix for a more general result in the static

case.

Remark 3: The identification result makes use of the fact that varying y1 varies Λ2 but not ∆.

Therefore, the assumption that Pr(Y3 | Y1, Y2,W3, F ) = Pr(Y3 | Y2,W3, F ) is required. Multiple

lags of the dependent variable can be allowed, however, for T sufficiently large. See Section A.4 in

the appendix.

Remark 4: The identification argument can be modified to allow KF := dim(F ) > 1 if T ≥

2KF + 1. In that case, identification could be based off a version of equations (3.2) where the

kernel of the operator Λ1 is fY1,...,YKF
,F |V1,W , the kernel of the operator Λ2 is Pr(YKF +1, . . . , Y2KF

|

YKF−1,WKF +1, . . . ,W2KF
) and ∆ is the diagonal operator that multiplies by Pr(YT | YT−1,WT ).

Freyberger (2018) provides a different identification argument in a related model for KF ≥ 1 and

T ≥ 2KF + 1.

Remark 5: As demonstrated by Shiu and Hu (2013), certain average effects can be identified without

imposing the normalization in Assumption 2.6. Indeed, without Assumption 2.6, the model is equiv-

alent to a model with F ∗ = π−1(p2(1 | 0, w20, F )) that does satisfy Assumption 2.6. It is straightfor-

ward to show that in these two models, the average structural functions,
∫
pt(yt | yt−1, wt, f)fF (f)df ,

are the same.

Remark 6: Suppose there is a variable Y ∗, which may be continuous or discrete, that is influenced

by the sequence Y1, . . . , YT . For example Y1, . . . , YT may represent a sequence of decisions over

time and Y ∗ an outcome of these decisions. In section A.5 in the appendix, I give conditions under

which fY ∗|Y,X∗ is identified.

Remark 7: An alternative model for a dynamic binary process posits that Pr(Yt | Y (t−1),Wt, F ) =

Pr(Yt |
∑t−1

τ=1 Yτ ,Wt, F ). This may be an appropriate model, for example, for the accumulation

of human capital where Yt indicates accumulation of an additional year of schooling in year t and

hence
∑t

τ=1 Yτ represents the schooling level attained by year t (see, e.g., Heckman et al., 2016).

The logic of Theorem 3.1 can readily be adapted to this case. Identification is still possible with

T = 3 because, unlike the case where additional lags are included, we can still vary Λ2 without
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varying ∆ since support(y1 | y1 + y2 = 1) = {0, 1}.

4 Further discussion of assumptions

In this section I consider Assumptions 2.4-2.7 in the model

Yt = 1(rt(Yt−1, Vt, Xt, F ) ≥ Ut), t ≥ 2 (4.1)

If Ut is independent of (Yt−1, Vt, Xt, F ) then

pt(yt | yt−1, vt, xt, f) = FUt(rt(yt−1, vt, xt, f))yt (1− FUt(rt(yt−1, vt, xt, f)))1−yt (4.2)

First, consider Assumption 2.4. For any (y2, x3), consider the random function r∗(V3, f) =

r3(y2, V3, x3, f) defined on F . Assumption 2.4 is satisfied if (i) FU3 is a strictly increasing distribu-

tion function, (ii) for each f ∈ F , the support of r∗(V3, f) intersects the support of U3 and (iii) for

any f1, f2 ∈ F , Pr(r∗(V3, f1) 6= r∗(V3, f2)) > 0.

Second, consider Assumption 2.5. This is satisfied if there exists v̄2 for each (y1, x2, f) such

that limv2→v̄2 r2(y1, v2, x2, f) exceeds U2 with probability 1. If r2 is additively separable in v2,

r2(y1, v2, x2, f) = r2a(y1, x2, f) + r2b(v2) then this assumption will be satisfied with a common v̄2 if

limv2→v̄2 r2b(v2) = ±∞.

Assumption 2.6 is satisfied with π = FU2 if r2(0, v20, x20, f) = f . Given the structure of

equation (4.1), it is apparent that Assumption 2.6 could instead be replaced by other functional

restrictions on r2(0, v2, x2, f) = f , perhaps involving integrating over the distribution of V2, rather

than evaluating at a single point in the support of V2, along the lines of the normalizations discussed

in Hu and Schennach (2008) and the subsequent literature using the same spectral decomposition

approach. Suppose further that rt(Yt−1, Vt, Xt, F ) = µt + γYt−1 + Vt + β′tXt + αtF . Then the

normalization is satisfied by taking w20 = (0, 0), and normalizing µ2 = 0, α2 = 1.

Assumption 2.7 can also be viewed through the lens of equation (4.1). In the remainder of

this section, we provide results that link these injectivity conditions to completeness conditions.

Suppose r2(y1, v2, x2, f) is strictly increasing in v2 and let r−1
2V (u2; y2, x2, f) denote the inverse in

v2. Then Y2 = 1(V2 ≥ r−1
2V (U2;Y1, X2, F )). Also, define Y ∗V2 (y1, x2) = r−1

2V (U2; y1, x2, F ). Then we
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also have that Y2 = 1(Y ∗V2 (Y1, X2) ≤ V2). We also have that

FY ∗V2 (y1,x2)|F (y∗ | f) = FU2(r2(y1, y
∗, x2, f))

so that the conditional density is fY ∗V2 (y1,x2)|F (y∗ | f) = fU2(r2(y1, y
∗, x2, f)) ∂

∂y∗ r2(y1, y
∗, x2, f).

Then we have the following result.

Proposition 4.1. If equation (4.1) holds where r2(y1, v2, x2, f) is strictly increasing in v2 and the

support of U2 contains the range of the function r2 then condition (iii) of Assumption 2.7 is implied

by the condition

E(|ψ∗(F )|) <∞ and E(ψ∗(F ) | Y ∗V2 (y1, x2) = v2) = 0 for all v2 ∈ V2 =⇒ ψ∗(f) ≡ 0

Proof. Suppose ψ ∈ L1
bdd(F) and

∫
F ψ(f)ω(v2)p2(y2 | y1, v2, x2, f)df = 0 for all v2 ∈ V2 then,

dividing by ω(v2) and taking the derivative with respect to v2, and using (4.2), for all v2 ∈ V2,

(2y2 − 1)

∫
F
ψ(f)fU2(r2(y1, v2, x2, f))

∂

∂v2
r2(y1, v2, x2, f)df = 0

which implies that 0 =
∫
ψ(f)fY ∗V2 (y1,x2)|F (v2 | f)df =

∫
ψ(f)fF |Y ∗V2 (y1,x2)(f | v2)

f
Y ∗V2 (y1,x2)

(v2)

fF (f) df .

The support condition implies that fY ∗V2 (y1,x2)(v2) is nonzero and hence we have that E(ψ∗(F ) |

Y ∗V2 (y1, x2) = v2) for all v2 ∈ V2 where ψ∗ = ψ
fF

. Lastly, ψ ∈ L1
bdd(F) implies that E(|ψ∗(F )|) <∞

so the condition in the statement of the theorem implies that ψ∗(f) = 0 for all f , which implies

that ψ(f) = 0 for all f .

Interestingly, the condition Y ∗V2 (y1, x2) = v2 can be interpreted as “those who would be indif-

ferent if Y1 = y1, X2 = x2, and V2 = v2”.

Next, suppose r2(y1, v2, x2, f) is also strictly increasing in f and let r−1
2F (u2; y1, v2, x2) de-

note the inverse in f . Then Y2 = 1(F ≥ r−1
2F (U2;Y1, V2, X2)). We can define Y ∗F2 (y1, x2) =

r−1
2F (U2; y1, V2, x2). Then we also have that Y2 = 1(Y ∗F2 (Y1, X2) ≤ F ). We also have that

FY ∗F2 (y1,x2)|V2
(y∗ | v2) = FU2(r2(y1, v2, x2, y

∗))
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so that the conditional density is fY ∗F2 (y1,x2)|V2
(y∗ | v2) = fU2(r2(y1, v2, x2, y

∗)) ∂
∂y∗ r2(y1, v2, x2, y

∗).

Then we have the following result, from essentially the same argument as the previous proposition.

Proposition 4.2. If equation (4.1) holds where r2(y1, v2, x2, f) is strictly increasing in f and the

support of U2 contains the range of the function r2 then condition (iv) of Assumption 2.7 is implied

by the condition

E(|ψ∗(V2)|) <∞ and E(ψ∗(V2) | Y ∗F2 (y1, x2) = f) = 0 for all f ∈ F =⇒ ψ∗(v2) ≡ 0

Conditions (i) and (ii) of Assumption 2.7 can be motivated two ways. First, note that

∫
F
ψ(f)fY1,F |V1,X(y1, f | v1, x)ψ(f)df

= y1E(Y1ψ(F ) | V1 = v1, X = x) + (1− y1)E((1− Y1)ψ(F ) | V1 = v1, X = x)

Therefore, this condition is implied by completeness of the family of conditional distributions,

Y1F | V1. Further, if p1(y1 | v1, x1, f) does not vary with f then fY1,F |V1,X(y1, f | v1, x) =

p1(v1, x)fF |V1,X(f | v1, x) so the condition is the usual completeness condition required to use

V1 as a proxy for F .

When F is independent of V1 conditional on X conditions (i) and (ii) of Assumption 2.7 can

instead be related to a condition based on a latent threshold for Y1, similarly to the argument

above relating to condition (iii). In that case we can write fF |V1,X = fF |X . Then suppose that Y1 =

1(r1(V1, X, F ) ≥ U1). This can be viewed as a reduced form specification for the initial condition

(Heckman, 1981). Suppose, in addition, that r1(v1, x, f) is strictly increasing in v1, and define the

inverse, r−1
1V (u;x, f). Let Y ∗V1 (x) = r−1

1V (U1;x, F ). Then we also have that Y1 = 1(Y ∗V1 (X) ≤ V1)

and

FY ∗V1 (x)|F (y∗ | f) = FU1(r1(y∗, x, f))

so that the conditional density is fY ∗V1 (x)|F (y∗ | f) = fU1(r1(y∗, x, f)) ∂
∂y∗ r1(y∗, x, f). Then we have

the following result, from essentially the same argument as the previous proposition.

Then we have the following.
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Proposition 4.3. If F is independent of V1 conditional on X and Y1 = 1(r1(V1, X1, F ) ≥ U1)

where r1(v1, x1, f) is strictly increasing in v1 then conditions (i) and (ii) of Assumption 2.7 are

implied by the condition

E(|ψ∗(F )|) <∞ and E(ψ∗(F ) | Y ∗V1 (x) = v1) = 0 for all v1 ∈ V1 ⇒ ψ∗(f) ≡ 0

5 Conclusion

This paper provides an important new identification result for nonparametric binary panel models

with unobserved individual effects and lagged dependent variables. The argument extends the

special regressor method (Lewbel, 1998) to a nonparametric model. Contrary to other recent work,

no proxy variable is required. While the paper shows that the special regressor in the first period

can be used as a proxy, it is also shown that identification is possible even when this variable fails as

a proxy. The key novel idea in the paper is that the latent threshold, or random utility, underlying

the binary responses, can be used implicitly as a proxy for the unobserved heterogeneity, even when

all of the covariates are independent of the unobserved individual effect.
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A Appendix

A.1 Assumption 2.1

Consider the follow set of conditions.

Assumption A.1.

(i) Y is drawn from a first order Markov process conditional on (W,F ). In other words,

Pr(Y = y |W,F ) =

T∏
t=2

Pr(Yt = yt | Yt−1,W, F )Pr(Y1 = y1 |W,F )

(ii) for t ≥ 2, Pr(Yt = yt | Yt−1,W, F ) = Pr(Yt = yt | Yt−1,Wt, F )

(iii) (V2, . . . , VT ) ⊥⊥ (Y1, F ) | V1, X

Condition (i) allows for dynamics in the form of lagged dependent variables. Condition (ii)

imposes a common type of limited feed-back whereby innovations in period t cannot affect future

values of the covariates. Condition (iii) defines V as the special regressor. Note, however, how this

assumption differs from the condition exploited by Honore and Lewbel (2002), as mentioned in the

introduction.

As is common in the panel data literature, the conditions in Assumption A.1 are imposed on the

distribution of the dependent variables conditional on (W,F ). Assumption 2.1 can also be derived

from a first order Markov assumption on (Y,W ) conditional on F . The following set of conditions

is an alternative to Assumption A.1. To state these conditions, let Q(t) = (Q1, . . . , Qt) for any

sequence {Qt}.

Assumption A.2.

(i) For t ≥ 2, fYt|W (t),Y (t−1),F = fYt|Wt,Yt−1,F

(ii) fXt|V (t),Y (t−1),X(t−1),F = fXt|V (t),X(t−1),F = fXt|X(t−1),F ,

(iii) fVt|V (t−1),Y (t−1),X(t−1),F = fVt|V (t−1),X(t−1),F = fVt|V (t−1), and

(iv) fY1|V1,X,F = fY1,V1,X1,F .
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Assumption A.2 is more in line with the structure of the models of Kasahara and Shimotsu

(2009) while Assumption A.1 is similar to the model of Browning and Carro (2014). It is straight-

forward to show the following result.

Proposition A.1. Assumption 2.1 holds under either Assumption A.1 or Assumption A.2.

Proof. First, under Assumption A.1,

Pr(Y |W ) =

∫ T∏
t=2

pt(Yt | Yt−1,W, F )Pr(Y1 = y1 |W,F )fF |WdF

=

∫ T∏
t=2

pt(Yt | Yt−1,Wt, F )Pr(Y1 = y1 |W,F )fF |WdF

=

∫ T∏
t=2

pt(Yt | Yt−1,Wt, F )fY1,F |WdF

=

∫ T∏
t=2

pt(Yt | Yt−1,Wt, F )fY1,F |V1,XdF

Next, under Assumption A.2,

fY,W =

∫
fY,W |F fFdF

=

∫ T∏
t=1

fYt|W (t),Y (t−1),F fXt|V (t),Y (t−1),X(t−1),F fVt|V (t−1),Y (t−1),X(t−1),F fFdF

=

∫ T∏
t=2

fYt|Wt,Yt−1,F fXt|X(t−1),F fVt|V (t−1)fY1|W1,F fX1|V1,F fV1|F fFdF

and

fW =

∫
fW |F fFdF

=

∫ T∏
t=1

fXt|V (t),X(t−1),F fVt|V (t−1),X(t−1),F fFdF

=

∫ T∏
t=2

fXt|X(t−1),F fVt|V (t−1)fX1|V1,F fV1|F fFdF
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Therefore,

Pr(Y |W ) =
fY,W
fW

=

∫ ∏T
t=2 fYt|Wt,Yt−1,F fXt|X(t−1),F fVt|V (t−1)fY1|W1,F fX1|V1,F fV1|F fFdF∫ ∏T

t=2 fXt|X(t−1),F fVt|V (t−1)fX1|V1,F fV1|F fFdF

=

∫ T∏
t=2

fYt|Wt,Yt−1,F

∏T
t=2 fXt|X(t−1),F fY1|W1,F fX1|V1,F fV1|F fF∫ ∏T

t=2 fXt|X(t−1),F fX1|V1,F fV1|F fFdF
dF

=

∫ T∏
t=2

fYt|Wt,Yt−1,F
fY1,X,V1,F

fX,V1

dF

=

∫ T∏
t=2

fYt|Wt,Yt−1,F fY1,F |X,V1
dF

A.2 Theorem 3.1

The proof of Theorem 3.1 below involves multiple applications of Theorem 1 in Hu and Schennach

(2008). In the proof I omit details involving the spectral decomposition and its uniqueness that

can be found in Hu and Schennach (2008) and Chapter XV in Dunford et al. (1971).

Proof. First, as shown in Section 3, Assumption 2.1 implies that the operator equivalences, (3.2),

must hold over the domain space, L1
bdd(V1). For each value of y, v3, x, (3.2) represents a different

pair of operator equivalences where the left-hand side is known and the right-hand side involves

the unknown parameters of the model. To emphasize the dependence on y, v3, x, in this proof I

will write (3.2) as

L1{y1, y2;x} = Λ2{y1, y2;x2}Λ1{y1;x} (A.1)

L2{y; v3, x} = Λ2{y1, y2;x2}∆{y2, y3; v3, x3}Λ1{y1;x}

Step 1

Consider y1 = 0, y2 = 1, x2 = x20 (provided by Assumption 2.6), any x∗3 ∈ X3, and x∗1 such that

x∗ = (x∗1, x20, x
∗
3) ∈ X (provided by condition (ii) of Assumption 2.7). Under conditions (iii) and

(iv) of Assumption 2.7, Λ2 is invertible. Under condition (ii) of that assumption, Λ1 has a right
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inverse, and hence L1 has a right inverse. Thus, Λ1{0;x∗} = Λ2{0, 1;x20}−1L1{0, 1;x∗} and

L{0, 1, y3; v3, x
∗} := L2{0, 1, y3; v3, x

∗}L1{0, 1;x∗}−1 (A.2)

= Λ2{0, 1;x20}∆{1, y3; v3, x
∗
3}Λ2{0, 1;x20}−1 for any (y3, v3) ∈ {0, 1} × V3.

For each (y3, v3) ∈ {0, 1} × V3, this operator equivalence is defined over a dense subset of L1
bdd(V2)

and hence can be extended to L1
bdd(V2).4 The operator L{0, 1, y3; v3, x} is bounded in the sense

of Dunford et al. (1971), Chapter XV, because its spectrum, the range of the function p3(y3 |

1, v3, x
∗
3, f) as f varies over F , is bounded.

As noted by Hu and Schennach (2008), (A.3) can be viewed as an eigenvalue decomposition

where the eigenvalues are the values of the function p3(y3 | 1, v3, x
∗
3, f) as f varies in F and

the eigenfunctions are ω(·)p2(1 | 0, ·, x2, f) for f ∈ F . Further, this decomposition is unique up

to (i) scaling of the eigenfunctions, (ii) possible multiplicity of eigenvalues, and (iii) reordering

of the eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors. First, the scale of the eigenfunctions is fixed by

Assumption 2.5 because these functions must be equal to `ω(v2) at v2 = v̄2.5 Second, since the

eigenfunctions do not vary with y3 or v3, I can vary (y3, v3) sufficiently to separately identify each

eigenfunction (up to reordering) despite the possibility of multiplicity of eigenvalues for a fixed

(y3, v3) under Assumption 2.4. Third, each of the eigenfunctions must be equal to π(f), which is a

one-to-one function on F , at v20, and, hence, no reordering of the eigenvalues is possible.6

I have shown that Λ2{0, 1;x20} is identified and ∆{1, y3; v3, x
∗
3} is identified for any y3, v3.

Identification of ∆{1, y3; v3, x
∗
3} implies identification of p3(y3 | 1, v3, x

∗
3, f) and identification of

Λ2{0, 1;x20} implies identification of ω(v2)p2(1 | 0, v2, x20, f) and hence of p2(1 | 0, v2, x20, f) since

0 < ω(v2) < 1. This also implies identification of Λ2{0, 0;x20} since ω(v2)p2(0 | 0, ·, x20, f) =

ω(v2)(1 − p2(1 | 0, ·, x20, f)). Then ∆{0, y3; v3, x
∗
3} is identified too since Λ2{0, 0;x20} is invertible

and, therefore, L{0, 0, y3; v3, x
∗} = Λ2{0, 0;x20}∆{0, y3; v3, x

∗
3}Λ2{0, 0;x20}−1 implies

∆{0, y3; v3, x
∗
3} = Λ2{0, 0;x20}−1L{0, 0, y3; v3, x

∗}Λ2{0, 0;x20}.
4See Lemma 1 in Hu and Schennach (2008).
5Formally, suppose p2 is observationally equivalent to some p∗2. Then ω(v2)p2(1 | 0, ·, x20, f) = ω(v2)p∗2(1 |

0, ·, x20, f)s(f). Since ω(v2) > 0 for all v2 ∈ V2, p2(1 | 0, ·, x20, f) = p∗2(1 | 0, ·, x20, f)s(f), and hence
` = limv2→v̄2 p2(1 | 0, ·, x20, f) = limv2→v̄2 p

∗
2(1 | 0, ·, x20, f)s(f) = `s(f). Since ` > 0, this implies that s(f) = 1.

6That is, to identify the eigenfunction associated with a particular f∗ ∈ F , I look for the eigenfunction that is
equal to π(f∗) at v2 = v20.
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Step 2

Now, consider y1 = 1, y2 = 1, any x2 ∈ X2 and some x = (x1, x2, x3) ∈ X provided by condition

(i) of Assumption 2.7. The pairs of operator equivalences, (A.1), can again by combined to obtain

L{1, 1, y3; v3, x} := L2{1, 1, y3; v3, x}L1{1, 1;x}−1 (A.3)

= Λ2{1, 1;x2}∆{1, y3; v3, x3}Λ2{1, 1;x2}−1 for any (y3, v3) ∈ {0, 1} × V3.

By condition (ii) of Assumption 2.7), ∆{1, y3; v3, x3} was identified in the first step.7 As in Step

1, the scale of the eigenfunctions is fixed by Assumption 2.5 because these functions must be

equal to `ω(v2) at v̄2 regardless of the value of x2. And again I can vary (y3, v3) sufficiently to

separately identify each eigenfunction (up to reordering) despite the possibility of multiplicity of

eigenvalues for a fixed (y3, v3) under Assumption 2.4. Lastly, reordering is not possible because

∆{1, y3; v3, x3} is already identified. That is, suppose I could obtain observationally equivalent

models by swapping the eigenfunctions corresponding to f1, f2 ∈ F . By Assumption 2.4, I can find

(y3, v3) such that the eigenvalues associated with f1 and f2 are distinct. Since ∆{1, y3; v3, x3} is

already identified, these two eigenvalues are identified and hence their corresponding eigenfunctions

are as well, contradicting the observational equivalence.

Thus we have shown identification of Λ2{1, 1;x2} for any x2 ∈ X2. As in Step 1, identification

of Λ2{1, 0;x2} for any x2 ∈ X2 follows immediately by the definition of Λ2.

Step 3

Lastly, for any x ∈ X the operator equivalence L1{y1, y2;x} = Λ2{y1, y2;x2}Λ1{y1;x} implies

that Λ1{y1;x} = Λ2{y1, y2;x2}−1L1{y1, y2;x}. Since identification of Λ2{y1, y2;x2}−1 was estab-

lished in Steps 1 and 2, it follows that Λ1{y1;x} is identified.

Identification of Λ2 and ∆ imply identification of p2 and p3, respectively. Identification of Λ1

implies identification of fY1,F |V1,X(y1, f | v1, x). Hence fF |V1,X(f | v1, x) =
∑

y1=0,1 fY1,F |V1,X(y1, f |

v1, x) is identified too. And then p1 is identified because fY1,F |V1,X(y1, f | v1, x) = p1(y1 |

f, v1, x)fF |V1,X(f | v1, x).

7Because for this x3 ∈ X3, there is an x∗1 with x∗ = (x∗1, x20, x3) ∈ X and the argument in Step 1 can be applied
to identify ∆{1, y3; v3, x3} from L{0, 1, y3; v3, x

∗}. This works because ∆ does not depend on y1, x2 or x1.
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A.3 A static model

Consider the following assumption.

Assumption A.3. For each t = 1, . . . , T there exists t′ and t′′ such that

(i) p(Yt, Yt′ , Yt′′ |W ) =
∫
pt(Yt | Vt, X1, F )pt′(Yt′ | Vt′ , X2, F )pt′′(Yt′′ | Vt′′ , X, F )fF |Vt′′ ,XdF ,

(ii) support(Wt,Wt′ ,Wt′′) = Vt × Vt′ × Vt′′ × support(Xt, Xt′ , Xt′′),

(iii) the density fF |Vt′′ ,X is bounded,

(iv) for each xt ∈ Xt, for any f1, f2 ∈ F , Pr(pt(1 | Vt, xt, f1) 6= pt(1 | Vt, xt, f2)) > 0,

(v) for each x2 ∈ X2, there exists a (known) v̄t′ ∈ R∪{−∞,∞} and a known 0 < ` ≤ 1 such that

limvt′→v̄t′ pt′(1 | vt′ , x2, f) = ` for all f ∈ F ,

(vi) there exists wt′0 = (vt′0, x20) ∈ Vt′ × X2 and a known one-to-one function, π : F → R, such

that pt′(1 | wt′0, f) = π(f) for all f ∈ F .

(vii) for each yt′′ ∈ {0, 1} and x2 ∈ X2 there exists x ∈ X such that if ψ ∈ L1
bdd(F) and

∫
F pt′′(yt′′ |

vt′′ , x, f)fF |Vt′′ ,X(f | vt′′ , x)ψ(f)df = 0 for all vt′′ ∈ Vt′′ then ψ ≡ 0.

(viii) for each y1 ∈ {0, 1} and each x1 ∈ X1, x = (x1, x20) ∈ X and if ψ ∈ L1
bdd(F) and

∫
F pt′′(yt′′ |

vt′′ , x, f)fF |Vt′′ ,X(f | vt′′ , x)ψ(f)df = 0 for all vt′′ ∈ Vt′′ then ψ ≡ 0.

(ix) For each yt′ ∈ {0, 1} and each x2 ∈ X2, if ψ ∈ L1
bdd(F) and

∫
F pt′(yt′ | vt′ , x2, f)ψ(f)df = 0

for all vt′ ∈ Vt′ then ψ ≡ 0.

(x) For each yt′ ∈ {0, 1} and each x2 ∈ X2, if ψ ∈ L1
bdd(Vt′) and

∫
Vt′
pt′(yt′ | vt′ , x2, f)ψ(vt′)dvt′ =

0 for all f ∈ F then ψ ≡ 0.

These conditions are very similar to the assumptions of the dynamic model in the paper. The

main advantage is that in the static model with T > 3, the conditional independence assumption

(condition (i)) may hold for triples other than (t, t′, t′′) = (1, 2, 3). Then Xt does not need to be

excluded from the conditional probability pτ for all τ 6= t, though the same is not true for Vt.

One apparent difficulty is in applying the normalization (condition (vi)). Unless the conditional

probabilities pτ are stationary (i.e., do not depend on τ), it will typically only be plausible to
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assume the normalization for a particular t′, say t′ = 1. Then, in order to identify pt for a given t,

the components of X that affect Yt (conditional on F, Vt) must be distinct from those that affect

Y1 (conditional on F, V1).

Theorem A.1. Under Assumption A.3, the choice probabilities, pt, pt′ , and pt′′, are identified as

is the distribution fF |Vt′′ ,X .

Proof. The proof is identical to that of Theorem 3.1 with t = 3, t′ = 2 and t′′ = 1.

This result follows the same proof as Theorem 3.1, starting with forming operator equiva-

lence (3.3) where Y1, Y2, Y3 are replaced by Yt′′ , Yt′ , and Yt, respectively. The identification argu-

ment could be modified when T > 3 in order to show identification of the static model under weaker

conditions than those of Assumption A.3. This could be done, for example, by deriving operator

equivalence (3.3) for other triples (Yt1 , Yt2 , Yt3) where {t1, t2, t3}∩{t, t′, t′′} 6= ∅ in order to get more

information about pt, pt′ , and pt′′ . A full development of this model is beyond the scope of this

paper.

A.4 More lags

To demonstrate the possibility of identification with more than one lagged dependent variable I

provide here an example where there are two lags and T = 5. Suppose that Pr(Yt | Y (t−1),W, F ) =

Pr(Yt | Yt−1, Yt−2,W, F ).

Take a function ω : V2 → R such that 0 < ω(v3) for all v3 ∈ V2 and supv3∈V3
ω(v3) < ∞ and

define the operators

[L1g](v3) =

∫
V1

ω(v3)p(y1, y2, y3 | v1, v2, v3, x1, x2)g(v1)dv1

[L2g](v3) =

∫
V1

ω(v3)p(y | v1, v2, v3, v4, v5, x)g(v1)dv1

Then define the operators Λ2 : L1
bdd(F)→ L1

bdd(V3) such that

[Λ2g](v3) =

∫
F
ω(v3)p3(y3 | y2, y1, v3, x3, f)g(f)df,
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Λ1 : L1
bdd(V1)→ L1

bdd(F) such that

[Λ1g](f) =

∫
V1

fY2,Y1,F |V1,X(y2, y1, f | v1, x)g(v1)dv1,

and the diagonal operator ∆ : L1
bdd(F)→ L1

bdd(F) such that

[∆g](f) = p5(y5 | y4, y3, v5, x5, f)p4(y4 | y3, y2, v4, x4, f)g(f).

Then under sufficient injectivity conditions, we obtain L2 = Λ2∆Λ−1
2 . Suppose that p3(y3 |

0, 0, v30, x30, f) = π(f). Then, following the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can identify p3(y3 | 0, 0, v30, x30, f),

fY2,Y1,F |V1,X(0, 0, f | v1, x0), and p5(y5 | y4, y3, v5, x5, f)p4(y4 | y3, 0, v4, x4, f). For y1 = 1, we have

already identified ∆ so identification of Λ2 and Λ1 follows readily.

However, for y2 = 1, ∆ has not been identified in the first step. This is why the identification

argument in Theorem 3.1 fails, and why T ≥ 5 is needed, when there are two lags. Instead, define

[Λ̃2g](v3) =

∫
F
ω(v3)p4(y4 | y3, y2, v4, x4, f)p3(y3 | y2, y1, v3, x3, f)g(f)df,

and

[∆̃g](f) = p5(y5 | y4, y3, v5, x5, f)g(f).

Then ∆̃ was identified in the first step since
∑

y5
p5(y5 | y4, y3, v5, x5, f)p4(y4 | y3, y2, v4, x4, f) =

p4(y4 | y3, y2, v4, x4, f). Moreover, under sufficient injectitivity conditions, L2 = Λ̃2∆̃Λ̃−1
2 . Apply-

ing this spectral decomposition with y2 = 1, the eigenvalues have already been identified so no

additional normalization is needed and identification of Λ̃2 follows. Then p3(y3 | 1, y1, v3, x3, f) =∑
y4
p4(y4 | y3, 1, v4, x4, f)p3(y3 | 1, y1, v3, x3, f).
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A.5 Other outcomes

Suppose T = 3 and let fY ∗,Y |W,X∗ denote the joint distribution of Y ∗ and Y = (Y1, Y2, Y3) condi-

tional on W . As in the text, define the operators

[L1g](v2) =

∫
V1

ω(v2)p(y1, y2 | v1, v2, x1, x2)g(v1)dv1

[Λ2g](v2) =

∫
F
ω(v2)p2(y2 | y1, v2, x2, f)g(f)df, [Λ1g](f) =

∫
V1

fY1,F |V1,X(y1, f | v1, x)g(v1)dv1,

I make the follow assumption in place of Assumption 2.1

Assumption A.4. For all y∗ ∈ Y∗, y ∈ {0, 1}T , (w, x∗) ∈ support(W,X∗),

fY ∗,Y |W,X∗(y | w, x∗) =

∫
fY ∗|Y,X∗,F (y∗ | y, x∗, f)

T∏
t=2

pt(yt | yt−1, vt, xt, f)fY1,F |V1,X(y1, f | v1, x)df

Then modify the definitions of L2 and ∆ as follows

[L2g](v2) =

∫
V1

ω(v2)fY ∗,Y |W,X∗(y
∗, y | v1, v2, v3, x, x

∗)g(v1)dv1

[∆g](f) = fY ∗|Y,V3,X,X∗,F (y∗ | y, x∗, f)p3(y3 | y2, v3, x3, f)g(f).

Then under Assumption A.4,

L1 = Λ2Λ1 (A.4)

L2 = Λ2∆Λ1

If we can then write L2 = Λ2∆Λ−1
2 then ∆ = Λ−1

2 L2Λ2. Since Λ2 is identified by Theorem 3.1,

∆ is identified. This implies that fY ∗|Y,X∗,F (y∗ | y, x∗, f)p3(y3 | y2, v3, x3, f) is identified. If

p3(y3 | y2, v3, x3, f) > 0 then fY ∗|Y,X∗,F (y∗ | y, v3, x, x
∗, f) is identified. This is formalized in

the following theorem. Note that the conditions of the theorem allow for X∗ = X or for X∗

to include some components of X but they do not allow X∗ to include any components of V .

Also, identification of the rest of the model when T > 3, which does not immediately follow from

Theorem 3.1, is a special case of the following result.
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Theorem A.2. Suppose Assumptions A.4, and 2.2-2.7 hold. In addition, suppose that

support(V,X,X∗) = V1 × V2 × V3 × support(X,X∗)

and that, for each x∗ ∈ support(X∗) there exists x = (x1, x2, x3) ∈ X such that (x, x∗) ∈

support(X,X∗), Λ1{y1;x} has a right inverse, and, for some v3, p3(y3 | y2, v3, x3, f) > 0 for

all y2, y3, f . Then fY ∗|Y,X∗,F is identified.

Proof. The first support condition guarantees that the kernel of the operator L2 is defined for

all v1 ∈ V1 and v2 ∈ V2. Then for any (x, x∗) ∈ support(X,X∗) we have the operator equiva-

lences (A.4). Since Λ1{y1;x} has a right inverse, and Λ2 is invertible for any x2, this implies that

L2 = Λ2∆Λ−1
2 which implies ∆ = Λ−1

2 L2Λ2. Since Λ2 is identified by Theorem 3.1, ∆ is identified.

This implies that fY ∗|Y,X∗,F (y∗ | y, x∗, f)p3(y3 | y2, v3, x3, f) is identified. Since fY ∗|Y,X∗,F does not

depend on v3 or x3, it is sufficient if p3(y3 | y2, v3, x3, f) > 0 for the chosen value of x3 and some v3

to conclude that fY ∗|Y,X∗,F (y∗ | y, v3, x, x
∗, f) is identified.
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